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. eli theory demonstrates how his ideas, today as ever, afC be quasI-pre cate . . ' 
. d t the crossroads of a number of vital questJons. situate a 
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Nishida and the Dynamic 

Nature of Knowledge 

Why Economists Should Take Nishida Seriously 

SUja GRAUPE 

This paper seeks to uncover Nishida Kitaro's insights into the 
dynamic nature of knowledge . Its aims, however, are not purely phil
osophical. On the contrary, it intends to show how such insights can 
be carried over fruitfully to the field of economics so as [0 creatively 
rethink the hidden boundaries and tacit limitations of standard eco
nomic assumptions. At first sight, such a project may seem unusual. I 

would be the first to admit that Nishida never showed any great interest 
in economics per se, nor in the everyday problems of our economic lives. 
But this does not mean that his philosophy has no import for this field 
of social science. Living in the aftermath of Japan's turn to the West, 
when the nation opened itself to economic, technological, and political 
contacts with Europe and America, Nishida llsed philosophy as a too) to 
confront this new reality headlong . Rather than escape from the often 
painful process of modernization and retreating into a secure ivory tower, 
he wanted Japanese philosophy to investigate criticall y and creatively 

• Research for this paper was made possible in part by the genaous support of 
the Frirz Thysscn Foundation, Cologne, Germany. I would like to thank Roger 
Garhman ror his valuable commenrs on an earlit r version of this paper. 
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the roots of modernity as well as the confHcts it created. He set himself 
the demanding task of developing a Japanese philosophy that could serve 
as a true stronghold of free thinking in the midst of the flux of moder
nity; he thought that creative possibilities would emerge from the shock 
of the encounter between philosophy and the novelty of modernity that 
he could apply to contemporary life . I am convinced that in transport_ 
ing his philosophy into economics, we are remaining loyal to his general 
project. 

I am not alone in this conviction (cf. YAMADA 2005). Here I would 
single out in particular the renowned scholar of management, Nonaka 
Ikujiro, who frequently cites Nishida's philosophy, especially Nishida's 
concep t of place (basho or bn), as part of his own relentless effort to 
develop a new theory of knowledge creation within organizations and the 
economic sphere as a whole (NONAKA and TAKEUCHI 1995, VON KROGH 
ct al. 2000 ). His aim is to develop a distinctively Japanese approach to 
management, capable of critically identifying and breaking through the 
confinements of Western theories and practices. Through creative con
ceptual borrowing, Nonaka has done much to introduce Nishida to a 
wider, non-Japanese audience, a fact tllat is generally unknown by phi
losophers East and West. 

That said, much remains to be done, si nce Nonaka has never yet dis
cussed Nishida's philosophy in any great detail, preferring rather to leave 
his audience with cursory notes that leave ample room for a more syn
optic understanding (GUELDENBERG and HELTING 2007). This creates 
l gap that has yet to be adequately filled. It is my aim in this paper to 
address that problem. In doing so, I hope to uncover some of]apanese 
philosophy's hidden potential for making a unique and lasting contribu
tion to economics, a field , I might add, that is currently playing a leading 
role in our globalized societies, both East and West. 

But why worry about new approaches to knowledge in general and 
a Japanese approach in particular? The question merits at least brief 
attention. Few of us would deny that we afe presently facing a severe 
economic crisis. Or, to be more precise, we arc facing a series of in de pen
dent economic crises. In addition to the current financial crisis, we are 
being confronted with sh-yrocketing prices on oil markets and, as a con
sequence, volatility in the markets for alternative energies. This, in turn, 
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has amplified the fierce competition over cultivable land, competition 
that can resuJr in the threat of starvation for hundreds of thousands, if 
not even millions, of people. Equally fierce competition in other sectors 
appears to force companies around the globe to streamline their produc
tion processes and, as one consequence, to layoff thousands of workers. 
It also causes nations to lower their social and environmental standards 
in an attempt to attract international investors, Coping with such crises 
demands tremendous changes both in our economies as well as in us as 
economic agents. 

As many before me have noted , this situation demands, above all, a 
change in both Ivhatwe know and hoJV we know it. We find ourselves, as 
Lester Thurow once put it, in the midst of a third industrial revolution, 
in which a shift towards knov\r)edge-based economies occurs with knowl
edge becoming the most crucial resource , superseding the traditional 
resources ofland, capital, and labor. In their attempt to move toward a 
higher level of development, societies seek to transform themselves into 
knoJV/edge societies. Managers arc hard at work to turn their companies 
into efficient machines for processi ng data and info rmation . Meantime, 
workers and employees are coming to consider knowledge as their most 
important asset, recognizing it as an increasingly determining factor in 
their worth as "human capital" or "human resources." 

Amidst all the buzz about the utility and value of knowledge, some 
have begun to strike a more cautious notc. Above all , they have reminded 
us that for all our accumulated knowledge, we are still not quite able to 
determine just what knowledge, this wondrous "stufF to be managed," 
truly is. On the current debates over how to manage knowledge effi
ciently, our understanding of knowledge itself has become more and 
more fuzzy (SCHREYOGG and GEIGER, 2003). 

VVhen Nonaka burst into this new landscape of what has come to be 
known as "knowledge-management" in the 1990s, he raised a voice at 
once critical and distinctively Japanese against what he considered one
sided Western concepts of knowledge. More specifically, in reviewing 
major economic and management thinkers of the ' '''est, he and his asso
ciates contend that the West tends to grasp knowledge only as a given 
thing or substance, thus missing out on its true nature as an ongoing 
process or creative activity. 
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None of the thinkers has articulated the dynamic notion that human 
beings ~an actively cr~ate knowledge to change the world) implicitly 
suggesting that Ollr view of knowledge and theory of organizational 
knowledge creation provide a fundamentally new economic and man
agemc:nt perspective that can overcome the limitations of eXisting 
theori es bounded by the Cartesian split. (NONAKA and TAKEUCHI 
1995, )2) 

What we urgently need to develop today is the capacity to deal with 
uncertain environments not merely through passive adaptation but also 
through active interaction . Organizations, for example, that wish to cope 
dynamically wi th a changing environment need to create information 
and knO\\'ledge, not si mply to p,'oCfssthem efficiently, Furthermore, their 

members must no longer be passive, but rather must be active agents of 
innovation. 

Nonaka contends that (Western ) scientific approaches to knowledge 
do not allow for a skillful mastery of such tasks because of their overtly 
passive and static approaches, While the approach of scientific manage. 
ment might be partially successful in understanding how humans create 
new products, tools, and concepts, it completely fails when it comes to 
understanding how humans create the knowledge that makes such ere· 

ations possible (NONAKA and TAKEUCH I 1995, 49- 50). This is especially 
true when it comes to the creation of nloral and ethical knowledge, that 
is, knowledge by which humans commonly creatc values and ideals (VON 

KROGH et al. 1995,45- 68 ). 
The task that confronts us begins to come into clearer focus , In order 

to effect a ti'uitful application of Nishida's insights into the nature of 
knowledge to the field of economics, we must be attentive to how he 
deals with the creative, dynamic nature of knowing. This entails explor
ing not just Nishida's disclosure of the static and passive nature of exist· 
ing (Western ) concepts of knowledge, but also the decisive break he 

made with those concepts. In the first part of my paper, I will sketch 
out Nishida's critical project and his theory of creative knowledge. In 

the second part, I will outline how Nishida's insights can be applied to 

economics, central to which is the transformation of our common views 
of the role we humans play in the economy. 
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NISHIDA'S UNDERSTANDIN G OF KNOWLEDGE 

Nishida sought to develop a new understanding of the nature 

of knowledge, principally through his logic of place (NISHIDA 1999 ). 
This logic presents itself as a complex system, which Nishida continu 
ally revised and expanded until his death . In what follows , I will use this 
logic to highli ght Nishida's insight into the creative and dynamic nature 

of knowledge' 
Stated in rather simple terms, Nishida claims that we cannot know 

about knowledge in the way we know about anything else, for example 
physical objects. This is because it is neither a static, selt:contained sub· 

stance nor a thing, but ratl1er an ever·changing dynamic process, Knowl
edge is not only a noun but also a verb, simultaneously an activity (the 
"knowing") and something that comes to be understood by that activity 
(the "k.nown"). In order to express the relationship between these two, 
Nishida conceives oflhe knowing activiry as afield (basho JJJ;1i'i or ba I!I;) 
in which the various objects of knowledge arise context-specificaUy and 
dynamically (NONAKA, KONNO, and TOYAMA 2001,18- 19 )· 

In tbus making a spatial metaphor a focal point of his thought, Nishida 

borrows an important insight from the field theory in physics (WARGO 
2005,102- 3). By means of that theory, objects come to be understood 
not as independent entities but as detc1'1ninatiolls of the field in which 
they exist; defined as "energy-concentrations," they are understood as 
indispensable parts of the energy field. Their substantialiry is transferred 
to the field in which they lie, so that what was previously conceived of 
in terms of independent entities now become modes of the field , Given 

this, physical objects acquire their meaning only insofar as they can be 
considered as parts of the energy field ; their "being" is determined in a 
dY1J.amic and C01'ltext-specific manner by virtue of being located inside the 
energy field. They are not to be meaningfully defined outside this con
text. The same holds true for the relationships benveen them: 

The concentrations of energy are not antecedently independent 

I. For d iscuss io ns of Nis hida's " logic of locus," see HEIsIG 2001, 72-5, See also 
CARTER 1997, 16-58 and WARGO 2005, 90- 196, 
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entities that are then conceived as being related in some fashion. It is 
rather that the rt:lations are established by the field in which the rela
tionships hold . (WARGO 200j, 10 2) 

The field thus provides the given context, which determines the Vari

ous objects as well as their relationships. The field itself, however, cannot 
be determined by referring to the nature of objects in it. It is not the 

simple equivalent of the sum of its objects. Nor is it any specific concen_ 
tration of energy or its absence. The field rather needs to be seen as that 

which provides the unity of various concentrations of energy. It is the 

pre-given or pre-established ground that cannot be conceptually grasped 
in terms of energy concentrations. 

Nishida utilizes these insights from the field theory of physics to high

light two important aspects of the nature of knowledge. First, he makes 
the claim that what we " know" about an object depends on Our way 
of knowing ir. Just as energy concentrations arc defined and established 

within the field of energy, anything known arises in a dynamic and con~ 

text-specific manner within the wider field of our knowing activity, of 

which it is an indispensable part (NISHIDA 1999, 40). Second, we cannot 
know about this wider field in the same way we know the objects that 

arise within it. The field forms an unarticulated background, which, in 
the process of knowing, is necessarily excluded from being itself an object 

of knowledge.2 In terms of the operations of self-consciousness, there is 
something at work of which we are not conscious (i.e., consciousness 

as nothingness). It is not consciously recognized by the operations of 
our surface consciousness, yet is forever active beneath the surface. In 
this sense it can be said to be "nothing" ( nut Mi; see YUSA 2002, 203-4). 

What becomes visible here is an incompleteness inherent in our knowl-

2 . Nishida Kirati>, "The System ofSelf·Consciolisness of the Unive rsal,'" translated 
in WARGO 2005, 188. I here 'play on a sim ilariry between Nishida's concept of bluho 
and the phenomenological concept of backg,·oJtlJd. I do so because the latter also 
denorcs something of which we arc nor simply unaware, as we arc unaware of what is 
happening now on the other side of the moon . Rather, it denotes a field that makes 
intelligible everything we are incontestably aware of, and at the same time, it is some
thing of which we are not explicitly or focally aware at the present moment (TAYLOR 

J995,69) . 
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d e which an)' account of knowledge has to treat seriously (WARGO c g , 
zOOj, chap . 4) . 

This is not to say that we cannot know anything at all abollt the nature 

of our knowing activity. Nishida's point is rather that we cannot know 
anything about it as lon.g as we remain trapped on a field of supposi
tions shaped by what is already known, that is to say, on a field of con
sciousness focused on objects. To achieve another level of knowing we 

need to "loop" into another domain of discourse in which the process 
ofkll owing itself is not simply takell for granted as a given background, 

but becomes explicitly reflected upon itself. Put differently, Nishida seeks 
that epistemological point at which the understanding of knowledge 
,,,c/ltdes the know-how o[blOwledge itself. This expansion of knowledge 
is initiated by the transition from one field of knowledge, y, to another 
field of knowledge, z, the latter of which turns the tacit backgroulld of y 

into an object of inquiry and) as such, becomes explicitly known itself. 
Rather than remain within the lesser domain of knowledge, y, and tac

itly excluding the question of the background of suppositions t1lat justi 
fies our knowledge claims, Nishida aims actively to uloop" to another 

domain of discourse from whi ch those suppositions become clear, and 
can be questioned so as to see if they are justified. This "looping feature" 
is central to the logic o[place (WARGO 200j, 106). As should become 

clear, it is designed to lead the knower to an ever deepening understand~ 
ing of her own knowing activity as it moves '"from the instance as ver
bally judged, to what such judgment necessarily implies, in increasing 

layers of inclusiveness" (CARTER 1997, 29). 
This movement is initiated by questioning explicitly what makes a cer

tain form of knowledge possible rather than simply assuming it to be 

based on some a p"iori or self-evident knowledge. For Nishida, explicit 

knowledge does not simply rest on a series of brute and ultimately 
unknowable facts but on a llbedrock" incorporating a usually unartic

ulated twdcntandin.g. This understanding, in turn, is able to generate 
reasons and explanations when questioned or otherwise brought into 
dialogue. This insight helps us get involved actively in the know-how of 
our knowing and to transcend the boundaries of our limited perspec

tive (NONAKA, KONNO, and TOYAMA 200!, 18). Knowledge thus comes 
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gradually to be understood as a continuous sel[-transcendina proc 
<.J ess, If 

process of creation (14). 

Like a series of concentric circles, this self-transcending process leads US 
to ever deeper and more inclusive fields of knowing. As Nishida argues 
it spirals from those levels of understanding appropriate to the eXterIl~ 
world (objective knowing) to levels of knowing correlated to the work_ 
ings of our individual minds (individual, subjective knowing), and then 
onward to levels of knowing ourselves as contextualized, engaged indi
viduals (knowing as acting-intuition). Within this spiraling process, the 
deeper fields of knowledge do not replace or exclude the shallower ones 
but enrich their perspectives. 

The Field of Objective Knowing 

To see the overall structure of the logic of basho that allows us to develop 
our treatment ofknow]edge, let us consider first a simple empirical judg
ment such as "this table is brown." Statements of the objective (positive) 
sciences arc usually of this form. They seem to express a pure objecti~
ity in which the observer is so thoroughly neutralized that she does not 
even enter into the judgment per se . In the absence of any subject or 
subjectivity, knowledge is attuned only to what is outside the knowing 
process. Knowledge of this kind is only concerned with what is, with 
beings of the external world only- hence Nishida's term, the" basho of 
being,,3 to designate the locus in which it can arise. Transposing this to 
the economy, we would say that \ve are dealing here with a region con
sisting solely of given data and information. 

While Nishida certainly takes such data and information into account 
and, all things being equal, holds it to be valid, he nevertheless sees that 
they simply do not represent all that we can, and in fact do, know. To 
him, objective knowledge is only partial and, as sllch, allo\vs for improve
ment. This is the case because it cannot include knowledge about the 

modes of its own production. For example, a simple statement such as 
"this table is brown" presupposes something like "I know this table to 
be brown," but this subjective aspect of the objective claim, while serv-

3· Thomas P. Kasulis, "Introduction" to CARTER 1997, xv. 
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ing as a foundation for knowledge, cannot be explained by either refer~ 

ring to the nature of the table or to its brownish feature. 
More generally speaking, within the field of objective reasoning, we 

cannot account for how, or even why, we come to know of certain objects. 
"Knowledge of the theory is not itself a physical object and hence not an 

0bject of the theory" (WARGO 2005, III) . The latter is essentially related 
to something thinking (noesis) but not to something thought ( noema) . 
It is has to do with how we make judgments but not with the content of 
judgment (NISHIDA, 1978, 71 ). What Nishida is up to here is to remind 
uS of the distinction between the event of knowmg p (I.e. an obJect ) 
and the process of knowing that one knows p. While objective knowing 
can account for the first event, it can only implicitly presuppose the sec
ond. It inevitably fails to explain how we actively create what we know, 
rather than simply view it as given. In other words, it conflates know
ing with simple observing. For this reason, objective knowing turns out 
to be overtly static because it does not give us information that allows 
us to account for the fact that our objective worldview can be changed 
through the operations of self-consciousness. It fosters a passive stance 
towards the outer world, which always appears as already given facts to 

which we can only adapt. 
Trapped within the basho of being, we confront the world as if it were 

subject to an inexorable and inextricable necessity, incapable of any true 
change. In order to free ourselves from the entrapment, we must expand 
the range of our creativity by embarking npon the ventnre of explic
itly knowing how we know p. For this, we need to "loop" into another 
field of knowing that includes within itself knowledge of our own think
ing processes. Thus, we are to take into account not only judgments of 
external objects, but also the interior nature and the existence of the 

human subject . 

The Field of Subjective Knowing 

Nishida thus sees empirical knowledge as dependent on the know-how of 
knowledge itself. Ifwe speak, for example, of physical objects as related 
in space and time, then these objects can be said to exist within a specific 
domain of discourse. But the nature of this domain cannot be explained 

• 
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by rderring to the nature of its objects, as the discourse imposes 
'fi .. h I b' aspe_ 

CI c orga11lzatJon on t e way t 10se a Jeers are known that cannot b 

know~ by means of emp~ric.a l judgments. Rathe~, one has to ask wha: 
the~e Judgl~ents nec~ssanl~ I~P~y, but cannot, without interfering with 
thel rful1ctlOn~ explain . ThIS inSIght leads Nishida to the wider field of 
IndIvidual subJecuve knowledge In which empirical objects come to b 
explicitly known as objects for us as knowing su.bjects. t 

This is to say that the "field of consciousness" is the topos. We come to 
know what is outside us only by knowing what is within us. That is 
"to know" means for consciousness to embrace what is within . Tha: 
which knows, the cognitive subjectivity, is a topos, it is beyond form 
matter, and the operation of cognition, and it establishes the conten: 
and the operation of cognition. (NISHIDA 1978, 204) 

At this point, subjective knowing comes into view as something that 
makes possible the productive and creative "background" that condi
tions the claims of all objective knowledge and, at the same time, erases 
and annihi lates itself. The claims do not, at first blush, seem to add much 
to commonly held views on the su bjectivity of knowledge. 

But Nishida's treatment of subjectivity nlrns out to be rather clift-hent. 
Idealist theories typically creat knowledge as if it ultimately belonged to 

and were controlled by the individual, as something that takes place only 
within the minds of specified individuals. While Nishida does not deny 
that such knowledge exists, he strongly opposes the view that this might 
explain the IVhole of our knowledge: it neglects to explain the dynam
ics of our subjectivi ty and, more specifically, how subjectivity emerges 
within the process of knowing itself. From a subjective point of view, it 
seems that individuals simply " possess" their knowing activity-that, in 
fact, they are the Ilgivens" of the case. But it remains unclear, if we stop 
our explanation at this aspect of supreme subjectivity, how individ uals 
can change, or even how their cognitive activity unfolds. 

For example, if we make knowledge equivalent to 'I justified true belief," 
we have to ask about the process of justification, which is not self-evident. 
What does it mean to justify? How does justification change from one 
context to another-as it must-and over time (NONAKA, KON NO, and 
TOYAMA 2001, I-2)? More precisely, we generally take the justification 
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that gives us our justified true beliefs as a p1·e-givcnJ without offering any 
eXplanation for doing so. Nishida generally criticizes all approaches that 
s~ek to limit cognitive subjectivity to the formal judging subject alone as 
a "dogmatic confinement of epistemology" (YUSA 2 002 , 206). That is, 
such approaches identify su bjectivity with a pure theoretical self, which 
"is but empty and formal 'being' that has not yet made itself the content 
of its self-consciousness .... It docs not yet, therefore, determine its own 

centent" (NISHIDA 1978, 73 )· 
Rather than proceed from such a formaHy empty self, which functions 

to restrict the scope of cognitive activities to the fashioning of true or 
false judgments about what enters its domain, Nishida sets out to inves
tigate the nature of self-consciousness so as to further clarify how sub
jective knowing is creatively and productively established (YUSA 2002 , 

206). In doing so, he essentiaHy chaHen ges the idea that the individual 
1'1" should be seen as the prime mover of knowledge creation. Evidently 
there is more to our knowledge than knowing about the mass of objects 
that make up the natural world. We also know something about how we 
know this knowledge. But as long as our " I" is treated as a pre-given 
entity, o ur own role in the process of knowing remains arbi trary and 
inexplicable. T his is because the " I" remains a tacit presupposition with
out becoming an object of knowledge . Being a field of nothingness, it 

·stays outside of what is to be known itself. 
To restate the qnestion in slightly different terms, many Western scien

tists and philosophers appear to be preoccupied with the quest of some 
basic form of "'uth as the source of all valid knowledge, something that 
cannot itself be said to be dependent on either human understanding 
or human experience. There has to be some a p1·iori of indubitable cer
tainty d,at grounds all knowledge securely while remaining itself utterly 
unaffected by the process of knowing. At least since Descartes, there has 
been a dominant trend in Western philosophy to achieve certainty by 
ordering our thoughts individually and correcdy according to clear and 
distinct connections. 

In establishing epistemology as a theory of knowledge, the philoso
pher implicitly assumes or asserts that there is in the intellectual effort 
of man something that re mains unchanged, viz.) the logical structure 
of the human mind. (VON MrSES 2006, 14) 
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The rrue foundation ofknowlcdge is rhus believed to ex' . 
. .. 1St mnatel" . 

the Indl\'ldual or, to be more precise, in the formal opet-ntions tbat _ In 
I, all t ," f k ' "A I Under. Ie lue acts 0 nowlllg. t east such would seem to b th 

" e eberf underlYlIlg modern conceptIons of ratjonali~v which pres l< 
." uPPOses th 

all knowledge must be executed according to a formal cal I at 
cu us. lIer 

knowledge becomes closely associated with a computer m dIe 
, d' h ' h' I " 0 e of the nlln In w IC 1I1te hgence functIons according to a priori . 

• J umversaU,. 
determined fule s. The "1" thus turns into a pre-gilJen liou d ' . 

. nation tha 
remaInS itself ultimately unknowable. t 

In o~positi~n to this view, Nishida emphasizes that the "I am" ofDe.s. 
cartes IS not Simply the end product of scientific or philosophicaJ inquiry 
but rather must serve as another sta1'ting point for fi.1rther invest-; . ' 
, ugabons 
Into the process of knowledge creation (WARGO 2005 153 ) S b' , 

. ". 1 • U JectJ.ve 
reasomng, he contends, IS ahgned WIth another deeper morel' I ' , nc U$IVe 
field ofk.nowledge, in which the individual "I" is taken not as an implicit 
assumptIOn but as an explicit object of reference. This field remains 
from. the sta n?point of a Cartesian conception of knowledge, a place oj 
uot~mg1J.ess-1l1 other words, an empty placeholder that undergirds the 
en~I1'e system of knowledge. There is nothing, so to speak, in the cogito, 
It lS always presupposed but never theoretically scrutinized as such e 

h . , ven 
on t e foundational level of its first claim to certainty as the "r am." F 
N h'd I' or IS I a, t l iS is an occ~sion to exercise the log:'c of basho and to loop to 

~n~t~er fi~~d"of knOWing, one that exrends, as it were, " beyond" the 
IIldlvldual 1. In other words, because all subjective theories of knowl
edge re\'eal ~ further :'ncompleteness of knolVledge within the very struc
ture that vahdates the act of knowing, or "justifies" the "true belief," we 
have to loop to another domain of discourse to enable LIS to explain what 
has been formerly left unknown. We have to explain holP the individual 1 
is shaped within the process of knowing itself. 

I~l a way, it seems as jf Nishida is turning one of our most pervasive 
belIefs about the narure of knowledge on its head. Usually, we consider 
knowledge to belong to the individual, as something is created and pos. 
sessed by the mdlvldual (BRODBECK 2002, 27-9), Nishida inverts this 
relationship: "Being" means "to be located" within a field (NISHIDA 

1999, 72), and this f:'eld:'n case of the indilJidua.i is none other than a 

field of knowledge that contains selfkllowledge as O1)e of its aspects, We are 
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. 'de knowledge ourselves. In this sense, it is more correct to say that 
11m . 

we belong to knowledge than that knowledge belongs to us. According 
[0 Nishida, there exists a field of knowledge whose dynamic consists in 
ftYuct1J.ringthe " I" rather than being structured by it (HEISIG 200l, 73), 

Because this field , from the standpoint of the I, remains a place of noth

itWness, to develop a deeper understanding of~he dyna~1ics ~fknowledge 
creation we have to break th rough a standpoll1t enshrIned 111 the Carte
sian tradition , Nishida, a Japanese philosopher standing outside that tra
dition, helps us to see the total effect of our Western presuppositions in a 
way that is often opaque to those of us who stand within them. 

Knowing as Acti"'g·Intuitio,.. 

In exploring the greater field of knowledge that opens up once we break 
out of the limits imposed by the Cartesian cogito, Nishida refers to a 
form of knowledge that extends "outside" the individual "1" ( HEISIG 

2001,73), He tokes individual intellectual activity to be guided tacitly 
by goals, aspirations, and ideals that can be conceptualized as acts of con

sciousness in which the individual "I" is no longer the focus, but loses 
itself. In order to attain a goal, for example, \\le determine how we are 
(0 be so as to act in accordance with it. The "I" here is situated in a field 
of knowledge located on a trans-individual plane. The latter is, in some
what Kantian terms, the same for each and every consciousness, i.e., for 
consciousness in general (ishiki 110 ippansha ~InI:O)-,j!t'l'i), This field tran· 
scends individual consciousness by becoming its pre-given foundation 
and the objective and universal subject of knowledge (NISHIDA 1999, 75; 

CARTER 1997, 41 ), 
This insight into the nature of knowledge is, of course, well known to 

Western scientists and philosophers, It simply restates the kind of theo· 
retical position we find in rationalism: that we commonly know about 
ourselves and the world around liS according to fixed and unchanging 

categories or concepts assumed as pre · given in aU human knowledge, 
Knowledge is thus seen as primarily acquired by a primo:, processes. But 
Nishida's logic of place does not stop here. It is not hard to see such an 
idea of knowledge as incomplete, since it lacks insight into that deeper 
field of knowledge in which we can inquire about the "know-how" of 
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consciousness in generaL Due to the inviolable Structure of th fi 
bo led ' h ' h h " I"" d h ' e eldor I \V ge m w IC t e IS sItuate t IS cannot be ach' d 

. " . .. ' leve from 
the standpoInt of the mdivldual thll1 klllg self, T hat is the 

. '. ' construct of 
sel f-conSCIOusness pertment to this field must always rem' I" , . am a Imltlo 
concept, encompassing and determi ning knowledge whilc re '. g 
itself ultimately unintelli gible, It simpl y appears as an Out 'd mdaullng 

, .. . . sle1eaJto 
\\hlch our mtellectual actIvIty has to conform Were self- . 

. . . ..' consCiOusness 
on thIs field to try to make ItSelf mtelllglble to itself the ft' . . ' e on Would 
Interfere wIth and n,eg~te the form of knowledge out of which the field 
IS constructed. The lI1dJvlduai does not yet sec its content as 't ' 

. . I S own; Its 
focus of attentlon IS only on the ideals of truth as eternal sta d d . narstobe 
achIeved (CARTER '997, +1 ), 

Here, a distinct feature of the relationship between one field of know I
edge as enfolding and another as enfolded becomes apparent: because 
the former cann ot be m ade kn own through the latte r it . . . ' appears as a 
g.vm /alV (NIshIda quoted in WARGO 2005 165- 6 ) As such ' t stijl 
". ' . , 1 tescre-

atJvl ty, demanding nothing else than blind obedience. 

For Nishida, however, such obedience can not be the end of the st . o~ 
not even 111 case of consciousness in general. We become aware at I fi . . , CUt 
rom time to time, that our ideals are our own ideals, subject to Our cre. 

ative determination of them . Thi s moment of revelation occurs sa 
N'h'd ' ~ 

IS I a, once we become aware of ourselves not only as thinking, ratio~ 
nal seJves, caught up in concept and theories) but also as acting selves: 

True self-.consciousness is nOt in the theoretical but in the practkal 
se.Jf~ con.sclOusness , Only the acting self has its content truly, and ohly 
wlllmg IS a true knowing of itself. (NISHIDA 1978,77) 

To realize this point, we need to break through the field of conscious~ 
ness in general to discover a deeper, more inclusive field of knowledge. 

~n short , for. N ishida this new fie ld is o ne of active and spontaneous 
II1v~lv~ment 111 the everydayness of our lives, which is prior to, and hence 
unlimIted by, an)' concept of either the world o r us. More precisely it is 
a field of acting-intuition (Mitch cbokka" lr;!)a'HHl!) that include~ not 
only intuitive but also bodily activity and, as such, is both intellectual and 
sensuous, active and passive (CESTARl 1998 and AXTELL 1991), 

In all knowing, there is not on ly one's active reflecxivc grasp of things 
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but a passive intuition in which one is grasped by things. The problem 
is, this ord inary, spontaneous knowing is kep t out of reach because 
of a prior commitment to the idea that one must be either subjective 
or objective about things, but nevcr both at the same time. Nishida 
wants a conversion to a ncw standpoint of awareness in which one 
sees through the falsehood of this dichotomy, Passive intuition must 
not overwhelm mental action with the promise of pure objective 

knowledge, and active intellection must not eclipse the actuality of the 
objective world with resignation to its own transcendental position . 
Rather, a new relationship must be cultivated in which self and world 

interact and inter~intuit each other. (HEISI G 2001, 55) 

H ere again, an important presupposition about the nature of knowl

edge is being turned on its head. I n Nishida's view, Western science and 

philosophy (save for a few dissident traditions) considers its rules and 
standards of common knowledge to be pre -given in relation not only 

to human understanding but also to human behavior: we first grasp the 

world in conceptual terms p,"ior to our acti ng upo n it. Knowledge itself 

thus appears to be something so lidly strucnl rcd and grounded in d ear 

foundations; it is only intuition , that is, kn owledge independent of exp~ 

rience. 
For Nishida, however, we arc able to '"transcend the objective world 

of cognition and become free in ourselves .. " by internally subsuming the 

plane of consciousness in general and becoming infinitely creative" (1973) 

108 ), Not even "consciousness in general" is p re-given but is shaped by 

our engagement in the world, In other words, a "world of behavior" 

underlies even the most universal and objective ways of our knowing.4 As 

Nishida explains: 

What I term the horizon of behavio r entirely transcends the plane of 
conceptual knowledge and is the horizon of pure act , which embraces 
this plane itself. It transcends consciousness in general; it is the hori

zon of the creative, frce self that it includes. (N ISH IDA 1973, 72 ) 

4. This world of behavior is a historical world of socill l activity, where the many 
individuals interact. The mutual interdependence of social and individual knowledge 
according to Nishida's logic oflocus is analyzed in GRAUPF. 2006. 
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In rhis way. Nishida challen ges the primacy of the disciplined intellect 
reasoning about the world (H EISIG 2001, 81) . 

Within the field of ac ting-intui tion, we do not possess or control our 
knowledge. Nei ther is it possessed or controlled by a theoretical univer_ 
sal subjecT. Rather, we lose ourselves so as to become what we know in 
th e pure Jct of knowing . <'Knowing by becoming" is Nishida's way of 
pointing to a field of knowledgc in which we come to know of the ideals 
of common knowledge as our own ideals. In the pure Jet , they are not 
fixed, unchanging prin ciples but creative principles that we become and 
work at one with (Nishida cited in HEISIG 20m, 55- 6). 

But is there not st ill something incomplete in this knowledge in the 
sense that we are unable to know the field of acting-in.tuition itself? Yes 
and no. Yes, because this deepest field of knowledge cannot be grasped 
in any conceptual form. We cannot see it as an object of consciousness 
(HEISIG 2001, 55-6). As long as we identify knowledge with conceptual 
knowledge only, it is unavoidably incomplete. No, because we are able 
to come to terms with the fact that there is an experien.tial dimension 

to knowledge . To know is to live, and to live is to know experientially. 
Knowledge docs not exhau st itself in formal, systematic, or principled 
knowledge. There is also a tacit dimension to it, in which the incom~ 
pleteness of knowledge is nor conceptually resolved but becomes part 
of a dynamic awareness Ubeyond" all conceptual categories, rational lan
gnage, and ordinary logic (CARTER 1980,127). 

For Nishida, th is disclosure of a fundamental leature of this field of 
knowledge does not compel us to a retreat into mysticism of one sort or 
another. It does nor claim that knowledge does not exist or that we can
not know anything abollt it. It only says that we lack any final or absolute 
standpoint from which the true nature of knov.;ledge will be accounted 
for in full. Knowledge always has a tacit dinlcnsion to it. T he reason is 
thar the knower himselfis "in no way objectifiable, for to the extent that 
[he 1 is objectified [he 1 is no longer the knower" ("The System of Self
Consciousness of the Univusai," translated in WARGO 2005, 188 ). 

This insight issues a serious warning against the belief that we are capa
ble of ever knowing our own k.nowledge enti rely. Knowledge is not some

thingwe can easily make an object of and grasp; rather, it presents us with 
a forever changing process. While many accounts of knowledge attempt 
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to halt that process at one point or other. stipulating some point beyond 
which it cannot advance, Nishida aims at an awareness of our capaci ty 
to break throu gh any such limit. As human beings, we are free to break 
through an y a priori, supposedly invariant , fou ndations of knowledge 
by looping into another field of knowledge in which we ca n make such 
foundations an explicit object of our creative knowing. Ultimately, this 
process is not such that, by some ineluctable logic, we must necessarily 
move " beyond" knowledge; nor are we presen ted wi th even tht: pos
sibility of gaining an entirely external perspective on it. Rather, we must 
always remain inside knowledge. Our "knowledge of knowledge" has to 

pay tribute to the fact th:lt we belong to it experientially, rather than it 
belonging to us. There is, in short, no God's eye perspective from which 
to view everything that can possibly be known. Mastering our knowl
edge does not therefore mean possessing it or controlling it. It means 
creatively and spontaneously experiencing ourselves within the process 

of knowing. 
This is not to say that we have to aband on any conceptual form of 

knowledge. Rather, as Nishida says, we can aim to 

clarify, from the point of view of consistent criticism) the origin of 
knowledge, to refer the difFerent kinds ofknow\edge to their specific 
standpoints and to their specific values, and to clear up their relations 
and their order of rank . (NISHIDA 1978, 141 ) 

Our gradual exploration of the deeper fields of knowing sell: consciously 
includes all forms of conceptual knowledge while, at the same time, rec
ognizing their limi tations. We need ro becomc, so to speak, trans-intel · 

lectual, not a nti-intellectual (NISHIDA 1987, 169)· 
Summarizing Nishida's insights into the nature of knowledge, we 

can say, first , that he differe ntiates bctween two kinds of knowledge: 
the knowledge of objects and the knowledge of the workings of self
consciousness (YUSA 200 2, 206 ). Second, he considers the logical 
relatio nship between these two kinds of kn owledge by showin g tha t 
knowledge of objects necessarily depends 011) and thus is grounded in, 
certain workings of sclf~consciousness, which must be presupposed as a 
taci t background but cannot be the focus of knowledge in as mu ch as 
that foclls would interfere wi th and negate the knowing specific to th ar 
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fiel d. Thus, in order to come to terms with this background We 
. , mUSt 

deepen Our self-conscIOus awareness; a process that eventually reach 
far "beyond" the confi nes of our individu al egos. This process c es 
never be fully objectified in its totality, however. Rather, it represen an 

multi -layc:ed activity, whos.e deepest layer j~ n~t simply what is thou;: 
but an act1ve engagemcnt 111 the worl d. It IS ltved experience (Nishid 

~ou l~ term it pure experience), an ongoing, dynamic flux of creatio~ 
111 whIch we find oursclves so fully engaged and immersed th at it can 
never. be~ome an object of reflection. Seen from any of the standpoints 
of objectJfied knowledge, this deepest layer is simply absolute nothing_ 

ness (zettat ntH ~t.J;f!!r;); not 111 the sense that nothing is there, but in the 
sense ~at it is empty of all content that essen tially can be fix ed as this Or 
that thll1g. Precisely because it has no ontological determination, it is in 
the position to determine itself in complete freedom from any extrane~ 
ous factor (l zuTSu 1984 ). 

TAKING N ISHIDA TO ECONOMI CS 

As I have tried to demonstra te above, Nishida's logic of place 
makes us aware of knowledge as a verb , no t only a noun, as a coupling 
between an activity (" the knowing") and something that comes to be 
understood by that activity ("the known"). In contrast to this, knowl
edge in economics usually denotes only the statk accumulation of the 
Output, that is , the known. This is historically rooted in the attempts to 
make economics a "real science" (cf. ) EVONS 1925 and WALRAS 1954), 

attempts that have led to an infa tuation with mathematics and a voguish 
affection for reduction to physics. s Cast in this moJd, economic knowl
edge has become a matter of generating new data by extending the range 
of application of given operational proced ures to new areas of our social 
life. As a result we have the production, by and large in strictly math
ematical terms, of more and more facts about the economy, whereas the 
underlying knowing activity goes entirely unquestioned. That is to say, 
the basic operational procedures, linking data by means of causal opera-

S· An excellent account of th is development is given in M1ROWSK I 1989. 
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rs are neither altered nor even considered as alterable: by transposition to , 
into different contexts. 

Most economists mistakenly believe that th e mechanical operations 
they deploy are wholly explained by modelling an outer reality whose 
mechanical structures work independently of how they are pe:ceived 
of constructed. Knowledge, accordingly, is identified with a paSSIve look 

upon an external environment only. The forces of economic institutions, 
above all those of the free market, appear as an external reality, valid 
apart from human understanding. This leads, in effect, to th~ exclusion 
of all distinctively human factors (VON KEMPSKI 1964), rcduclllg people 
to simple "mechanical parts" or "atoms" of the economic machine (SAM 
UELSON 1972), monotonously programmed to pursue their self-interest 
above anything else and to interpret their self-interest in purely quanti ta
tive terms, as just one more commodity. 

A few explanatory remarks are in order.6 Stuck in a purely objectified 
view, we come to perceive the economy, to use an expression of Nishida's, 
as a ph)'sicallVorld or mat"'i«l world only, where change is attributed to 
inexorable and ineluctable forces that organize society according to some 
ultimate and immutable principles (WALRAS 1954). Human creativiry is 
viewed as essentially reactive, determined by the powers of the "invisible 
hand" of the marketplace. Even in the face of severe crisis) we appear to 
be condemned to watch passive ly as the market runs its course and to 
trust in its self-healing powers (SMITH 2000, 126 ). We are to believe that 
it will effectively guide us to the best possible state of economic affairs. 

Our role in all this amounts to little more than refraining from getting 

in the way. Our knowledge is limited to the passive understanding of a 
bystander observing the causal mechanisms of the market . We can seek 
knowledge of its workings in order to predict and utilize it to our best 
advantage, but we can never act effectively to alter its self-adjusting ten
dency to an equilibrium between demand and supply . .Put in Nishida's 
words, we come to think of it 

as always controlled by the same immutable laws .... The old-fashioned 
kind of materialists think that even if something arises it does so under 

6. For a more detailed explanation, set GRAUPE 2001. 
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the cOl1trol of immurable physical laws, and therefore there is no hi _ 
torical, creative world, Bur the historical world is J. world in which thbr.: 
making of things is in turn made by that which it makes, and So the 
world is a continuing creative process, (N ISHIDA 1998, 48 ) 

Nishida is reminding us here that there must be more to OUr econornic 

lives th an can be made known by objective or pOsi tive economics. We 
may yet discover an entirely different source of our creative POtentiaJ 
that has remained occluded fi'om view precisciy because of Our assump. 

tions about the laws of economics, To uncover this dimension of the 
economic habitus, we mu st question the givenncss of these laws and 
inquire directly into the true g1'o1md on which they are conceived, The 
goal is not to question the existence of economic laws as such, but sim. 
ply to uncover the precise conditions under which they are instantiated 
or, even more importantly, fail to be instantiated, 

We arc being called to awareness of our decisive role not only as observ. 
ers ot~ but also as active participants in the economic system. We are cha]o 

lengc.:d to overcome the paradigm of positive science that presupposes 
the irrelevance of our subjectivity to the course the economy takes, But 

how might the operations of Our self-consciousness change economic 
rea li ties? In a word, our inquiry here involves taking up the "givenness" 

of the dara that serve as the necessary precond1:tio1J. of the mechanistic 

account of the economic world, In order to explain the causes of and 

make predictions about economic events, we must, of course, presup. 

pose some "given data" ( MARSHALL 1925 ), Any principle of causality 

takes for granted some conservation principle, which is no more than a 
special case of the more sweeping postulate of the identiry of things in 

time: within the flow of change there has to be something unchanging, 
someth ing remaining identi cal with itself Change is, so to speak, a priori 
confined to change by invariance. 

Thus, the decisive question of whether constant data exists and} if so, 

under what circumstances, is never answered- or even properly asked, 

Strictly speaking, it does not even rise to awareness as a question at all. 

Even in the absence of an)' compelling evidence for such constant data 

[0 exist in the real world} we simply keep on believing tacit(y in its subsis
tence (MIROWSKI, 1989 ), 
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h t ' 1 ho\vever we become aware of the fact that 
ve put t c ql1CS IOJ ,I Id 'G' , 

Once \ " > d ta in the historical war, lvcn such thmgs as gwen a < 

.. there arC no 9 8 18+) As more and more ceo· 
'formed'" (NISHIDA I 7 , " ' . 

here means I N' 1 'da is correct here, Mamstream economICs 
, research s lOWS) IS 11 b ' ' th 

no
l1HC 

, • ulating classical physics y Ignonng c c. damcnta lly wrong 111 em I' 
went lun . ' t Hour there" in cconornic rca It)' upon 

h there arc no lI1vanan S fb ' 
fact t at . d 1 Rather they arc given in the sense 0 ell1g 
which to ground our rna e s', , ' 
formed by subjective perceptIons, 

" h' to be observed at first hand ' trict uniformity IS now ere 
But, smce as, h I 'eh the investigator is occupied, it has to 

h Phenomena WIt W11 d'I' t 
in t e " f the phenomena and a I Jgeu d bib " 5 mU1'pretaU0l1 a 
be fOUll , Y ad O1I;O::'ance for disturbing circu mstances, whateve,r m,ay 
abstractton an a 0, ' ' ranees where causal contll1Ulty , of dlsturbmg Clrcu ms 
~e th~ meamI~~s w01'k ot'intc1'pretatioH and expurgation the invcstiga
IS deOlcd, In t 'J" f the orderliness of natural sequence, 
tOf proceeds on a con VtctlO~l 0 

(VERLEN 1969, 162, emphaSIS added) , 

f I fthe control of objective economIC laws, 
F below and out 0 reac 1 a h 

rom 't sub)'cctivelv seeking either to s ape or a 'k as crcatlve age1J 5,. , I 
we are at WI . , on which those laws themselves ulumate y 
to alter the very foundan~n ~~amplc wc oftcn change rhe fundamental 

rest, A; ~ntr~~:;~:~:s;ys~:m ' by i1J.v;nting new products ,and pro.cesses, 

data ,0 tee '-es the whole future course of events 10 ways Imp,os· 
altenng by our cholC 0 d " ns ol+set an\' conservatIOn 

d' (KNIGHT 2006), ur eClSIO :JJ' . , 
sible to pre ICt 'b'I'" cor an "orderlv" economic I gate the POSSl II ~ll' , 
principle and, as sue 1, nc 7 TI ' ar > not simply condemned to 

' ' h fi t place lUS we c 
system to anse III t e rs ' ' I b t arc also free to rebel against 
obey and at bcst u tilize economIC aws, u

h 
C d rion "below." 

, h' , 't vere from t C loun a 
their exclUSive aut OrIt) , as J \ , N' hOd 's logic of place reminds us , 

1 h such power as IS I a 
In order to un eas " kid e to creatively 

h . t ' "a1 dimenSIOns of our now e g . 
we mnst cur across t e vcr H.: fu ' "below" the world at 

' 't' es as they nctIon 
master our own knowing actlVI I -b d the ba5ho of a static and 

I d We need to move cyan 
objectified know e ge, , ,I the basho of subjective 
often inhuman objective WOrldvlCw to exp are 

. um eter (1976 , 81-6) refe rs to as the "pro-7, This is, in essence, what Joseph Sch p 
cess of creative destruction ," 
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'J noJV ctlge 

~nowing by which the latter's fund amental data is 
tln ually altered. This claim does littl th prodUced and Co 
h e more an echo r n· 

[ e fi ~ ld of economi cs, especially those proposin sub ' e~ent voic~s in 
theones such as rational choice theory Th h g. JCCtlve CconOtni 

. . =r~~~ c 
econ o mI c worldviews as ultimatel ' see Our Illacr 
fi . YITstlngon s=e . U 
oundatl ons, that is on certain operations of self" . .mlCroeconOtnk 

se th · -consclOUsn I nsc, cy emphasIze, much as Nishida d h . CSS. n thi~ 
f If. . oes, t e COnStltuti 

o se -conscJO llsness. At the same time th d . ve character 
truncated fashion, taking their points of're:Y 

0 so In a very limited 
f h . fi . Jcrence not fr I ~ 

o t e 111 11ltcly variable behavior of b' am t lC Stud" 
. su Jeers and comm ". " 

nomIC systems, but from models ab UnitIes In tco_ 
· '. Out norms that sti1l 
Impose these Invanants in the ' postulate and 

economIC system. The ct 'ffi . 
they do so by locating such an invariant not "out ,,1 _ erence IS that 
world, but "inside" individual cons' p ~here lJ1 the e:xternal 
· ClOllsness. redtctable d 1 
lOr of economic agents as methodolog' I ' d"d . ) or cry behav_ 

b ' lca 111 IVI uahsm m k . 
to e assured by some i1l1'Jer trait, b Som e "m . a e~ dear, IS 

Thus the individual conceived as a :'Pl echa.l11cs of self-Interest." 
. ) easm'e machme" d ' d 

ever hIgher gradients of pleasure, is tu rned into th . a Juste .to seek 
etrable SO llrce of all kn owledge and ' . .. e ultImate and Impen_ 
· creatlvlt)' (EOGEWORT 88 

~:::;~7~~::~::7~~;;:~;r~nredlu\sddeml onically, ineluctably s~a~in~ 'a~ 
, ' I ua nature: 

[ Usually we J observe economic facts only frOJ .. 
the same sense that the natur I .' . . b n the OutsIde, lJ1 exactly 

a sCI entist 0 serves nat 1 
the psychological method 0 tl h ura appearances; 

, n le Ot er hand ob h 
mostly from the inner side f ' ) Serves t ose fact 

. 0 consclollsness It do b 
thIS point of view it can ob . es so, ecause from 

side. We can only observe ~:;:;el;r:~ ~~: ~ett~r than from the out
can also observe from the' 'd WI utsldc, but ourselves we 

InS] e. l y should W . fi . ti 
so wh en we are well able to do it> Th C Je.ram rom doing 
which does bring about th b 'k e best method IS always the one 

e est nowledge' and J . h logical method b . h , r lat IS t e psycho-
, ccause It c Doses the b . 

It finds that certain acts 0.1' . est POJJ1t of observation .... 
'J consczoumess arc perl',· d . h 

necessit), - n.1td why should . b J 01 me J11J.t. a feeling of 
• lVe oy. "nlf:nns or a I . 

to state a law while ev . 'J ong process of mduction, 
, e1'Y 011e of us call hea ' th . ,I' 

clearly within him- 01" herself? (v ' w 'e VOtce oJ the law speaking 
. ON IESER 1929, 17; <mphasis added ) 
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To paraphrase, we are bei ng asked to acknowledge that "there is some
thing below the barrie r of consciousness, upon which it depends, that we 
do not govern and that is as much foreign to us as is the outer nature " 
(VON WIESER 1929, IS ). While, in essence, subjective economists thus 
see creativity as invariably framed by a computational mentality, dictated 
by the rules of rational choice as well as by inborn desires, accentuared 
by self-interest and an insatiable greed for more, Nishida's logic of place 

urges us to "dig" still deeper to uncover yet another source of creativity, 
capable of breaking through methodological individualism and the very 
powerful images of individual free dom so often associated with it . In 
other words , we need to become vertically creative again by refraining 
from taking our egos as an indubitable fact, throwing ourselves headlong) 
as it were, into the vast ocean of an unconscious knowing that envelopes 
our articulated, rational self-consciousness . Moving from the fonned to 
the f01"ming, from the created to the creatillg, we are to " loop ~' into a 
deeper ba-sho beyond or beneath the workings of our rationaJ minds so as 
to alter the basic patterns of our individual knowing activity. 

Following N ishida's lead , we seek to recognize the fact that it is not 
only that our creativity arises out of our individual self-consciousness but 
also that "our individual self-consciousness arises out of the creation" 
(NISHIDA 1978, 169). As I indicated above, for Nishida creative knowing 
does not end with simply manipulating the world from the nareo,,, con
fines of the ego, the latter serving as a standpoint of primary, irrefutable 
truth. Rather, we are to become creative agents of the historical world, in 
which we allow ourselves to be "made by making ." Once again, a brief 
comment may help to c1aril)' the point. 

In my view, Nishida's account of productive activity is crucial here. 
Objective economics lIsually views producti on as a causally predeter
mined process that we manage and control from the outside while adapt

ing to its principled workings. T hus, the style of productivity always 
remains unal tered and does not itself entail any creativity (NISHIDA 1978, 
215). In contrast, subjective economics makes us aware of the fact that 
being productive also involves creating an entirely new style of produc
tion , for example, in inventing a new product or redesigning a manufac
turing process according to our individual inspirations, in tentions, and 
desires. In doing so , we do not just adapt to our environment but also 
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actively shape it. At the same time , we find ourselves entra ed' 
b· .. . c· pp IU OUr 

own Sll JCCtlvJty) IIlS01ar as we think of it as existing prior to and. 
d tI t· h d · IUde_ pen en y ate pro uctJon process. Vve take ourselves to b 

. e unaffected 
by rhe way we treat others and the cnVlronmcn t which ala . 

.. . . " ng~ili~ 
actJvlty of productIOn Itself, we rather strangelv assume to be 

. . . external to 
LI S. Engagmg 111 true productive creativity howcver means tr c 

. .. " ansJormin 
our subjectIvIty as well. It occllrs, Nishida tells us, when g 

we make things and we an:: made by things Therefore so t . . - ospeak_ 
we are made by makmg. When we.: deepen this thought th 

Id . . . , en the 
w~r IS one 111 whIch our making things entails our being made 
th d ·· · 1 ·· by 

l~gS) an It IS preCise y 111 thIS respect that it is the active world from 

whICh we are born. Previous conceptions of the world have been of a 
world that has stood over against the self.. but the real world l·S . 'atr_ 
actIonal world that we simultaneously make and by which We are in 
turn made. (NISHIDA 1998, 39) 

We sec here the outlines of an interrelationship of subJ'cctivity d 
b .. m 

o Jectlvlty, the dynamic of which cannot be thoroughly understood if 

the two poles are considered as originally separate and only coinciden

tally made to relate to one another. Productive knowing is integral t 
both sides right from the start; it resides not "outside" them but in the~ 
overlap. As Kasulis notes, th is 

implies that the potential knower comes to the situation with an open
ness to the other- a readiness to be transformed. At the same time the 
potential object of knowledge is taken to be not completely fixed .... 

Knowledge is literally incorporated rather than received from outside 
or generated from the inside. (KASULIS 20 02, 79) 

To know, therefore, is uJtirnatcly to lose oHcselfin thc process of creative 
production: 

Th is philo.sophi~al notion of losing the selfra find the self is not simply 

the shed~m~ ~f preconceptions and biases to perceive present reality. 
It means mdlvlduals and companies must overcome their self-centered 

\Vorl~vie,~ and see themselves and others within and through their 
relatIonshIps. At ba) individuals, the organization) and the environ-
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ment interpenetrate each other as {he relationships between them 
keep changi ng. (NONAKA, TOYAMA, and HIRATA 2008, 119) 

For Nishida this bn is none othcr than the hisrorical world, enfolding in 

itself both the physical and the biological world . Once again, we should 

be careful here not to conceive th is historical world simply as something 

invariant that forms a pre-given background to the process of creative 
knowing. We cannot simply think of it as a p1'cdetermilud mechanism 

unconsciously working behind our backs. We must not "lose" ourselves 

in the sense of blindly surrendering ourselves to economic institutions 
and habits shaped in the past by some "evolutionary mechanism," as 
many Western economists have expressed it. R This is precisely the view to 

be overcome by recognizing that "in the historical world, there is noth
ing merely 'given'" (NISHIDA 1978, 176). For N ishida, it is not enough 
to act according to tradition , since this would arnount to "a mechaniza

tion of the SeI( and the death of the specics. We must be crearive, from 

hour to hour" (NISHIDA 1978, 208) . 

Mere causal necessity does not deny our soul; it must be a kind of 
necessity that penetrates into the depth of Ollr personal self, as " his
torical past." It must be a necessity that moves us from the depth of 
our souL That which confronts us in intuition as historical past fro III 
the standpoint of acting intuition, denies our Self, from the depth of 
our life. This is what is truly given to us. That which is given to our 
personal self in acting-intuition is neither material, nor does it merely 
denv us' it must be something that penctrates us demonically. It is 
som'ethi~ g that spurns us with abstract logic, and deceives us under 
the mask of truth . In opposition to this absolute past) pressing our 
personal self in its depth, WI: ourselves take the standpoint of the abso
lute future. We are acting-reflecting, and thoroughly forming. 'Ne are 
thoroughly creative, as forming fa ctors of rhe creative world which 

forms itself." (NISHIDA 1978, 223) 

While there is much I have left unexplained concerning Nishida's the

ory of knowledge, we have reached a point from which we can begin to 

8. Sec, for example, the \vork of the Nobel Laureo.te in Economics) Friedrich A. 
Hayek. 
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sec.:: , at least provisionally, how his theory brings a practical wisdom to the 
creative sources of our economic lives. In an important sense these 

, cr(:~ 

ative sources are none other than our ordinary e:>'-"jJe1'ieuces, Our evel"yda 
engagement in economic institutions and organizations. These serv(: : 

the ground of all economic conceptualizations, while themselves forev(:r 
eluding the grasp of rigorous scientific explanation. 

As we presently face a multitude of economic crises, it would se(:m 
to be precisely at this juncture that we need to open ourselves to the 
discovery of a new starting paint from which ta inquire into the root 
causes of the logic that has brought us to this point, and then to pursue 

the breakthrough needed to untangle us from our present predicament. 
In fact, we do not simply face economic crises as if they were confronting 

us from without. They do not merely deny us or kill us from the outside. 
They threaten to enslave and kill us from deep within our souls. In order 

to com bat that threat it will not be enough to seek for better mechanisms 
of managing and controlling economic events seemingly external to us. 
Rather, we need to vitalize the common fund of experiences shared by 
all those who practice economy. This is to say) we need to transform the 

way we live in common instead of simp ly taking the status quo as an 
ineluctable heritage thrust upon us by the past. Such creativity) I believe, 

will not only allow us to better know ourselves an d the world around 

us but may also serve as a starting point for a whole new way of doing 
economics. 
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Editors' Introduction 

The fourteen essays gathered together in this, the third volume 
of Frontiers of Japanese Philosophy, represent one morc step in ongoing 
efforts to bring the concerns of twentieth-century Japanese philosophy 
intO closer contact with philosophical traditions around the world. As 
its title indicates, the aims are twofold: to reflect critically on the work 
of leading figures in the modern academic philosophy of Japan and to 

straddle the borderlands where they touch on the work of their counter
parts in the West. 

The immediate occasion for the book was a workshop on "The 
Origins and Possibilities of) apanese Philosophy" held at the Nanzan 
Institute for Religion and Culture in June 2008, the sixth in a series of 
international consultations on the forthcoming Sourcebook of Japanese 
Philosophy. Scholars from five countries gathered to discuss their cur
rent research and to offer suggestions for the project. In these meet
ings, as throughout the preparations for the Sourcebook, we have been 
struck again and again by the growing interest among scholars around 
the world in the rich mine of resources that the intellectual history of 
Japan has to offer to philosophical inquiry. It is our hope that this little 
volume will aid further in that direction. 

In recognition of the lively discussions on Japanese philosophy that 
have been gathering momentum in the French-speaking world these 
past many years, much of which never reaches the attention of anglo
phone scholars, we have solicited six essays by representative scholars for 
inclusion in the volume . 

The essays have been arranged into four groups. A first group deals 
with modern) apanese philosophers. Keta Masako takes up the idea of 
"imaging" in a late piece by Nishitani Keiji (1900-1990). Focusing on 


